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Abstract 
Let O(G),O~(G),ir(G),sir(G) be the minimum cardinality of, respectively, a perfect neigh- 
borhood set, an independent perfect neighborhood set, a maximal irredundant set and a semi- 
maximal irredundant set of a graph G. It is clear that O( G) <~ O~( G) and that sir(G)~<ir(G). [t 
has been conjectured in [5] that O(G)<~ir(G) for any graph G. In the first part of this paper 
we give a counter-example showing that the difference O(G) - ir(G) can be arbitrarily large. In 
the second part we prove that for claw-free graphs, O(G)= Oi(G)<~ sir(G). We also describe the 
(K l, ~, B i. 3 )-free graphs for which O(G) -  sir(G)/> 3 and the (Kk ~, B1, s, C~ )-free graphs for which 
O(G) = s i r (G)= 2, where the graphs Bi.3 and 1276 are shown in Fig. 1. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The graphs G = (V(G)= V,E(G)) we consider here are simple and finite of order 
I V(G)I = n(G). The degree, neighborhood, closed neighborhood of a vertex x of G are, 
respectively, denoted by de(x), N~;(x), Ndx ] (where N[x] = N(x)U {x}), or simply by 
d(x), N(x), Nix] if there is no ambiguity. I fX  c_ V, then N(X)= U,~x N(x), N[X] 
N(X)UX and Nz[X]=N[N[X]] (N2[X] is the set of vertices of  G at distance at 
most 2 from X). We denote by G[X] the subgraph induced by X in G and by Y\ 
(respectively, Z~) the sets of non-isolated (respectively, isolated) vertices of G[X]. 
The X-private neighborhood of a vertex x of X is the set N[x]\N[X\{x}] and 
is denoted pn(x,X). Its elements are the X-private neighbors of x. The X-private 
neighbors of  x which are not contained in X are called external and we denote by 
Bx(x)=epn(x,X) the set of  external X-private neighbors of x. We obser~,e that the 
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X-private neighborhood of x is Bx(x) if x C Yx and {x} UBx(x) if x C Zx. We denote 
Ex= UycrxBx(y ) ,  Fx= UzczxBx(z), Bx--ExUFx, Cx =N(X)\(XUBx),  Ux= 
V\(XUBx UCx), q~(X)-- Uxcxpn(x,X)=Zx UBx. 
A vertex x of a set X of vertices is redundant in X if pn(x ,X)= ~, irredundant 
otherwise. The set X is irredundant in G if all its vertices are irredundant. The irredun- 
dant set X is maximal if X U {v} is redundant for all v E V\X. A characterization f
maximal irredundant sets was explicitely expressed in [1]: an irredundant set X of G is 
maximal if and only if for each v c N[Ux], there exists x EX such that pn(x,X) C N[v]. 
In this case we say that v annihilates x. The set of vertices of Ux annihilating a vertex 
x E Yx is denoted by Ux(x). I fX  is a maximal irredundant set then Ux = Ux~ r~ Ux(x). 
The observation that in some problems this last property is more important han the 
maximality of the irredundanee of X leads us to introduce a new concept which is a 
bit weaker than the concept of maximal irredundant set. An irredundant set is said to 
be semi-maximal I if for each v C Ux there exists x EX such that pn(x,X) c_ N[v], that 
is if Ux = Uxcrx Ux(x). For instance, in the graph obtained from the graph B2.2 of 
Fig. 1 by adding the edge cd, {a, b} is an irredundant set which is semi-maximal but 
not maximal since {a, b, c} is irredundant too. The minimum cardinality of a maximal 
(resp. semi-maximal) irredundant set is denoted by ir(G) (resp. sir(G)). An sir-set is 
a semi-maximal irredundant set of cardinality sir(G). Clearly by the characterization 
of maximal irredundant sets mentioned above, every maximal irredundant set is also a 
semi-maximal irredundant set, and therefore we have sir(G)~<ir(G) for every graph G. 
The set X is dominating in G if every vertex of V\X has at least one neighbor in X. 
The minimum cardinality of a dominating set is denoted 7(G). It is well known that 
I In further papers the expression 'semi-maximal' will be replaced by 'R-annihilated', and 'sir' by 'rai'. 
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since every minimal dominating set of G is a maximal irredundant set, Jr(G)~< 7(G}- 
Thus we obtain that sir(G) ~< Jr(G) ~< 7(G ). 
For XC_ V, a vertex vE V is called X-perfect if IN[v]•XI = 1, that is if vCO(X). 
The set X is a perfect neighborhood set, PN-set for short, if for all w E V some vertex 
of N[w] is X-perfect, or equivalently, if q~(X) dominates G. As noticed in [2], ever¢ 
PN-set X is irredundant since every vertex of y~ must be dominated by B~. The 
minimum cardinality of a PN-set is denoted by O(G) and the minimum cardinality of 
an independent PN-set by Oi(G). Clearly, O(G) <<. Oi(G). 
The concept of PN-sets and the definition of O(G) were introduced by Fricke et al. 
[5] who proved among other results that tbr every graph G, O(G)~ 7(G). Motivated by 
the relation it(G) ~< 7(G), they conjectured that 0(G) ~< Jr(G) for any graph G. Several 
works have already been done in relation to this conjecture, in particular, the inequality 
O(G)<~ir(G) has been established for trees [2] and for claw-free graphs [3]. Also, this 
inequality evidently holds in all classes of graphs for which ir(G) = 7(G). A graph G 
is said to be (HI, H2 . . . . .  Hk)-free if it does not contain any H, as an induced subgraph. 
We denote by P,, a path on n vertices. Fig. 1 shows other forbidden graphs which are 
considered in this paper. The graph K1.3 is a claw (when we cite the vertices of a cla~. 
we always begin with its center). Favaron proved in [4] that every (Ki.3,B~,2)-free 
graph satisfies J r (G)= 7(G). Puech proved in [6] the same result for (P6, HI, H2)-free 
graphs (which was conjectured in [4]), for (P6, H3)-free graphs, and consequently for 
Ps-free graphs. Therefore in all these classes of graphs, the inequality O(G)<<.ir(G) is 
satisfied. But the following theorem shows that it is not always the case and that the 
difference O(G) - ir(G) can be arbitrarily large. 
Theorem 1.1. For any positive integer K, there exist graphs G such that O(G) 
ir(G) >~K. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2. In Section 3, we show in a different way than 
in [3] that the conjecture is true for claw-free graphs. More precisely we prove 
Theorem 1.2. Every claw-free 9raph G satisfies 0(G)= Oi(G)<~sir(G)<~ir(G). 
We also characterize the connected (Ki.3,Bi,3)-free graphs for which 0(G): :  
sir(G) > 2 and the connected (K1,3, B i, 3, C6)-free graphs for which 0(G) : sir(G) = 2. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a PN-set of a graph G and L a set of vertices of G such that 
N(L)N(SU(a(S))=O. Then L C_S~O(S) and thus ISl>-ILI. 
Proof. Let u EL. Since ~b(S) dominates G and u has no neighbor in ~b(S), u belongs 
to ~b(S). But since u has no neighbor in S, u is in Z=S~O(S) .  
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Lemma 2.2. Let S be a PN-set of a graph G and c a vertex of degree at least 2 of 
V\S. I f  N(c) C_ S, then N(c) N (o(S) ¢ O. 
Proof. Since c has at least two neighbors in S, c ¢ ~b(S) and thus c is dominated by 
some vertex of ~b(S), i.e., c is adjacent o some vertex in ~b(S). [] 
Definition of the graph H 
The graph H is the strong product C5 ® C5 of two cycles of  length 5 (the strong 
product Gm® G2 of two graphs G1 ----- ( V1, El ) and G2 = ( V2, E2 ) has vertex set V1 × V2 = 
{(u l, u2) ] ul E V1, u2 E V2 } and edge set {(Ul, u2)(vl, v2) I ul vl E El and u2 = v2, or u2v2 E 
E2 and U l = v l, or u l V l C El and u2v2 E E2}). It can also be seen as the Cayley graph on 
the abelian group 7/5 × 7/5 with the set of  eight generators {g~ = (0, 1 ) , -g  l, g2 = (1,0), 
-g2, g3 = (1, 1) , -g3,  94 = (1 , -  1) , -g4}; or as the kings graph on the toroidal chess- 
board of  dimension 5 x 5. It is of  order 25, vertex-transitive of  degree 8, and has 
diameter 2. 
Lemma 2.3. The graph H satisfies the following property: 
(~1): I f  Q is a set of at least two vertices of the graph H such that N(x) N N(y)  C Q 
for every pair of  vertices x and y of Q, then Q = V(H). 
Proof. As H has diameter 2, we can suppose x and y to be adjacent, for otherwise 
Q contains a vertex z adjacent o x and y and we consider the pair {x,z} of adjacent 
vertices of  Q. Regarding H as a Cayley graph, it is sufficient by symmetry to consider 
the cases y=x + gl and y=x + g3. I f  y=x + gl, then N(x)NN(y)= {x + g2,x - 
g2,x + g3,x - g4} while if y=x + g3, then N(x)NN(y)= {x + gl,x + g2}. In both 
cases Q contains {x,x + gl,x + g2,x + g3}. By repeating this argument, we find Q= 
V(H). [] 
Lemma 2.4. The complement IV of H satisfies the following property: 
(~2): For every pair {x,y} of vertices of  ~q, [Nff[x] ANti[y][ >~2. 
m 
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the fact that the vertex-transitive graph H 
is 16-regular on only 25 vertices. [] 
Definition of the graph Gh- 
Let k be an integer with k ~> 2. We first define for each value of i between 1 and 
k a graph G i as follows. The vertex set V(G i) is a disjoint union BiuX iu{v  i} U 
(U1~<t~25 U/). The subgraphs induced by B i and X i are Gi[Bi]~_H and Gi[Xi]~-H. 
The vertices of  B i and X i are, respectively, denoted by y[ and x~, 1 ~< t ~<25. They 
are linked by a perfect matching {y[xl}l <~t<~25 between the vertices Yl and x I which are 
in correspondence when we identify the vertices of  H and of/ - I .  The sets U/ are 
independent each of order 2 = 28k and the 2 vertices of  U/ are all adjacent to y[. 
Finally, the vertex v i is adjacent o Yl and yi2. We put U i = U1~<t~25uit u{vi} • 
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Now the vertex set V(Ga.) is the disjoint union U~ I V(G') U V(C) where 
c :  U C :i. 
I 4i.<.14k 
I{i.i.,.I} >3 
Since we cannot have simultaneously i - - j  and s= l, there are (2~t) sets C~j;. Each 
G[C~j~] is independent and of order 2. The edges of  G~ are the edges of the Gi's and 
all the edges joining, for 1 <~i<~j<~k, 1~<s~</~<25 and I{i,j,s, 1}l>~3, the 2 vertice~ 
X '  B U B i and i and x/. We put x=Ul~i  /, , 1 i /, of C~'~ to the distinct vertices x, = 
g:U l~ i  /U  I. 
Proposition 2.5. The graph Gk satis:fies ir(G~ ) ~< 25k and O(G/, ) >~ 28k - 15. 
Proof. The set X is irredundant in Ga, since every vertex x~ of X has 3'i as a (unique) 
X-private neighbor. This irredundant set is maximal since every vertex of U U B annihi- 
lates some vertex o fX  (v' annihilates x' I and x~, 3'} and every vertex of U~ annihilates 
.rl) and every vertex c iii~ of  C is redundant in X U {eli i}. Therefore ir(Gi, )4  [X I = 25k. 
Suppose there exists a PN-set S of Ga with fewer than 28k 15 vertices. Let 
~(S)=ZsUBs  be the set of S-perfect vertices of G/,, where Zs is the set of isolated 
vertices of G[S] and Bs the set of external S-private neighbors of the vertices of 5. 
Recall that qS(S) is a dominating set of Ga. 
Claim 1. IB\(SUO(S))I  =0  and IX'\(SU O(S))I ~< 1. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose B\(SU O(S)) contains a vertex yj. By Lemma 2.1 applied 
to the independent set U/, IS I ~> I U/I = ~., a contradiction. Hence B\(S U ~(S)) = ~. 
Suppose X\ (SUO(S) )  contains two vertices .v~ and x/ (where l ¢s  if i - - j ) .  By 
Lemma 2.1 applied to the independent set C~J, IsI > IQ f I  = ~., a contradiction. Hence 
Ix\(s u ~(s) ) l  < 1. 
Claim 2. For l<,i<<,k, ]BiNSI~<I and ]X 'NS I~I .  
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose [BINS[ ~>2. Every common neighbor b in B' of any two 
vertices of BiN S belongs to S by Claim 11 since b ~ 0(S). By Property (-¢1) defined 
in Lemma 2.3 and applied to H = G[B i] and Q = B i ~ S, we have B i C S. Hence every 
vertex of  B' is in i(s, = S\dp(S). This contradicts Lemma 2.2 applied to c = v'. Therefore 
IB'nS]~<I.  
i and J By Lemma 2.2 applied to the Suppose X i N S contains two vertices x t x m. 
' and x b i., i i say i belongs to SN~b(S), and thus x, vertices of Cn, , at least one o fx  r, x,,,, x r, 
are not adjacent. By Property (.~2) defined in Lemma 2.4 and applied to H G[Xi], 
i and v' adjacent o both x~ and x,,,. x~ at least two vertices x/ ~ are ' As i~SNqS(S) - -Zs ,  
, i say ' is in 0(S). This is none of x~, .x', is in S. By Claim 1,,_ at least one of x/, x,, x/, 
i and i not possible since its two neighbors x, x,,, are in S. Therefore IX' N S ! ~< 1. 
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By Claim 2, we can partition the set I = {1,2 . . . . .  k} into at most five subsets Ij 
with I l j l=nj for l~<j~<5, O<~nj<.k and ~l~i~sn j=k ,  in such a way that iE I l  
if IB iNS l= lx ins l=o,  iEI2 if IB iNS l=0 and IXgNS l= l ,  iCI3 if IBgnS l= l  
and Ixi n sl = o, i C I4 if IBg N Sl = lxi n sl = l and yim E S, xi, E s, i C I5 if IBi N Sl = 
iX iNS  I=1 andy/ES ,  x [ESwi thmCt .  
For each case, we study the minimum number of vertices of S in U g and in C. 
Case 1: IBi NSI = IXg NSI =0.  
i By Claim 11, each vertex y i  of B i is in ~b(S) and thus in (9(S)\S = Bs. Since x m ~ S 
for 1 <~m~<25, each vertex y i  is adjacent to some vertex of S which is necessarily 
in U[U{v i} or in U~U{v i} when m= 1 or 2 and in U~ when 3~<m~<25. Therefore 
IS n uil >~ 24. 
By Claim 12, every vertex ofX  i except at most one, say x~, is in ~b(S) and thus in 
(a (S) \S=Bs.  Let W ~ =X i if X~C_ 49(S), W i =Xi\{x~} otherwise. Then IV/il =24 or 
25 and every vertex of W i is adjacent o some vertex of S n C. 
Case 2: IB inS  I=0,  IX ins  I= l .  
Let XiNS={x[} .  By Claim 1~, each vertex y /  of  B i is in (9(S) \S=Bs.  Since 
i ~ S for m ¢ t, each vertex y i  with m ¢ t is adjacent o some vertex in S n U~ for X m 
m>i3 and inSn(U/u{v  i}) for m=l  or 2. Hence I SNUil>~23. 
By Claim 12, every vertex of xi \{x~},  except at most one, say x~, belongs to 
cb(S) \S=Bs.  The 16 vertices of XgNN(x[ )  belong to q$(S) as S-private neighbors 
of x~. Let W i = X i \N[x ] ]  if Xg\N[x~] C_ qS(S), W i = xi\(N[x~] U {x~}) otherwise. Then 
IrVgl--8 or 7 and every vertex of W i is adjacent o some vertex of SN C. 
Case 3: IB g n SI = 1, IX i n S I = O. 
Let B i AS = {y~,}. By Claim 11, Bg\{yi,} c_ c~(S)\S. The eight vertices ofN(y i )nB  ~ 
belong to ~b(S) as S-private neighbors of y~,. But as Xin  S = ~, each vertex y.~ of 
Bi\N[yim] must have a neighbor in S N (U / U {vi}). Since IBe\N[yZm]l = 16, Isnui l  >1 15. 
By Claim 12, each vertex of X e, except at most one, say x~, belongs to (9(S)\S. The 
i may be an S-private neighbor of y / .  But each of the 23 or 24 (if l -- m or vertex x m 
i fxec_  d?(S)) vertices of We= e i i X \{Xm,Xl} has a neighbor in SAC.  
Case 4: B i AS = {y/},  X e AS = {xi}. 
As in Case 3, and since (X' \{x•})O S = 0, each vertex y~ of B e\N[y~] must have 
a neighbor in SO (U~ U {v/}) if s = 1 or 2, in SO U~ if s~>3. Since IBi\N[Ym]l = 16, 
Isnuil>_-15. 
As in Case 2, and since (B i \{y i ,} )nS=~,  every vertex of W i has a neighbor in 
S n C, where W e =X'\N[xim] or W i =xi\(N[x~m] U {x~}) and thus I rV'l = 7 or 8. 
The next claim shows that Case 4 is exceptional. 
Claim 3. Case 4 can occur at most once and thus n4 ~< 1. 
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose ii and i2 c 14 and let X il n S = {Ximll }, X i2 n S 
i2 " i2 = {Xm2 }. Since X,~l and Xm2 are not isolated in G[S], they belong to S\c~(S) which 
contradicts Lemma 2.2 applied to the vertices of C~;fm 2. 
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Case 5: B~NS={yim}; X iNS={x/}  with t¢m.  
By Claim 11, each vertex of  Bi\{yi,} belongs to dp(S)\S. In particular, yJ, which 
is adjacent to x t c S, is not adjacent to the other vertex y],, of  S. The vertices of 
i N(y i )NB and y~ are, respectively, adjacent to ymCS and x~ CS. But each of the 
B i N i 15 vertices of  \( [Ym] U {y/}) must be adjacent o some vertex of  S N U i. Hence 
IS:~ Uil ~> 14. 
Since y;, and yJ are not adjacent, and by the definition of X i _~r ,  xJ,, is adjacent 
i and thus i to x: x m ~SU¢(S) .  By Claim 1=,, each vertex of X'\{x~,} belongs to q~(S). 
Since x:, E N[x:], each of the 8 vertices of W i =X ' \N[x : ]  is adjacent o some vertex 
of SAC.  
The next claim shows that Case 5 is exceptional. 
Claim 4. Case 5 can occur at most once and thus n5 ~< 1. 
i Proof of Claim 4. We saw that if i E IX, then x m ~ S U ~(S). By Claim 1~, there is at 
most one such i in I5. Moreover if n5 : l, then X i C_ S U ~b(S) for all the other values 
j of  I. 
We can now recapitulate the different cases and find a lower bound on S. We 
saw that each vertex of  each W i is adjacent to some vertex of SAC.  Since each 
vertex of  C is adjacent to exactly two vertices of X, ISNC[>~l[,_Jl<i<kwil/2 For 
each i ~fi I5 we found two possible values for I Wil. The smallest one corresponds to 
the case where the only possible vertex of  X\(SUc~(S))  belongs to X i, and thus 
occurs at most once. Moreover when ns= 1, the only vertex of X\ (SU¢(S) )  be- 
longs to X i with 15 = {i}. Hence in the evaluation of IUiw'l, we can take for each 
i~/s  the largest value for Iwit, and in the case n5 =0,  delete 1 once from the sum 
~i lWi l  • Counting the number of vertices of S in BUX,  in U and in C, we get 
)+ns(2+14+~)-½(1-n~)  ]SI >~n,(Z4+ ~ )+n2( l + Z3+ S )+n3( l +15+ ~ )+n4(2 +15+~ _ 
with nl +n2+n3+n4+n5 =k and n4 ~< 1, n5 ~< 1. The minimum value of  this expression, 
which is equal to 
41 1 ~nl  + 28(n2 + n3) + 21n4 + 7n5 - 5' 
is obtained for n4=ns=l ,  n l=0 and n2 + n3=k-  2. Hence lS[~>28(k-  2 )+ 
21 + 20=28k - 15, in contradiction to the hypothesis ]S I < 28k - 15. Therefore, 
every PN-set of  Gk has at least 28k 15 vertices and thus O(Gk)>~28k - 15. Ill 
Clearly, Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Proposition 2.5. 
3. The class of claw-free graphs 
A graph is claw-free if it does not contain a claw K1.3 as an induced subgraph. 
We prove in this section that in a claw-free graph, Oi(G)<~sir(G) which is stronger 
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than the conjecture O(G) <<. it(G) since O(G) <<. Oi(G) and sir(G) ~< ir(G) for every graph 
G. For the two parameters on PN-sets, we will also see that if G is claw-free, then 
Oi(G) = O(G). 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be an irredundant set of a elaw-fi'ee graph G. Then 
(a) The components of G[X] are cliques. 
(b) For all y E Yx and ever), neighbor z of y in X, the neighbors of y in V\X which 
are not adjacent o z form a clique. In particular, {y} OBx(y) is a clique. 
(c) I f  x' is any external X-private neighbor of a vertex x of X, the set N(x')N Ux 
is a clique. 
Proof. (a) Let y1 be a component of  G[X] different from a clique, Yl, Y2, y3 three ver- 
tices of yl such that yly2EE(G),  y ly3EE(G) but y2y3q~E(G), and Y'l an 
X-private neighbor of  yl. Then G[yl,Y2, Y3,Y'I] is a claw, a contradiction. Hence yi 
is complete. 
(b) Let y be a vertex of  Yx, z a neighbor of y in G[X], and yl, y2 two neighbors 
of y in V\X which are not adjacent o z. Since G[y,z, yl,y2] is not a claw, yl and 
y2 are adjacent. 
(c) Let x I be an external X-private neighbor of a vertex x of X and ul, u2 any two 
vertices of  N(xl )n Ux. Since G[x~,x, ul,u2] is not a claw, ul and u2 are adjacent. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a claw-free graph, J a subset of vertices of G and I a maximal 
independent set of G[J]. Then 4)(1) dominates N[J]. 
Proof. Since I is independent, I c_ 4)(1); since I is maximal in J ,  I dominates J .  
Hence 4)(I) dominates J .  Suppose there exists some vertex u EN( J ) \ J  which is not 
dominated by 4)(I) and let w be a neighbor of  u in J .  Since w is dominated by I but 
does not belong to 4)(I), w has at least two neighbors tl and t2 in the independent set 
I. Then G[w, u, tl, t2] is a claw, a contradiction. Therefore 4)(1) dominates N[J]. [] 
The following lemma provides an easy method to check that a given independent 
set is a PN-set of a claw-free graph. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a claw-free graph and I an independent set of G. I f  N2[I] = V 
then I is a PN-set of G. 
Proof. The set I is a maximal independent set of G[J] where J = N[I]. By Lemma 3.2, 
4)(I) dominates N[J]=N2[I]. Hence 4)(1) dominates G and thus I is a PN-set 
of G. [] 
We can now prove 
Theorem 3.4. Every claw-free graph G satisfies O(G) = Oi(G) <~ sir(G) ~< ir(G). 
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Proof. Let X be a semi-maximal irredundant set or a PN-set of  a claw-free graph G. 
and let A be a maximal independent set of  Yx u Ev. The independent set I = A U Z\ 
dominates N[Z~,] U N[A] which contains X U Bx. I fX  is a semi-maximal irredundant sel 
of G, then every vertex of Ux is adjacent o some vertex of  Bx and since X dominates. 
Cv, X UBx dominates V. If X is a PN-set of  G, then ~b(X) dominates V and since 
4(X)C_XUBx,  XUBx dominates V. In both cases N2[ I ] -V  and by Lemma 3.3. 1 
is an independent PN-set of  G. Therefore II]>~Oi(G). By Lemma 3.1(b), ]A~<~lyvi 
(recall that every PN-set is irredundant). Hence ]II~<]X[ which gives Oi(G)<~sir(G) 
when we choose X to be a minimum semi-maximal irredundant set, and Oi(G)<~O(G) 
when we choose X to be a minimum PN-set. Since O(G)<~Oi(G) for any graph, wc 
get the required relation O(G)-Oi(G)<~sir(G)<~ir(G). 
The complete characterization of all claw-free graphs for which O(G)=sir(G) is 
complicated. In what follows, we give some necessary properties for a claw-free graph 
to satisfy 0= sir and achieve the description of those ones which are moreover B~.s- 
free if 0 = sir ~> 3, (Bk3, C6)-free if 0 = sir = 2. Note that by addition on the different 
components, it is sufficient o study connected graphs. We will use the following defi- 
nition: l fX  is an irredundant set, then for every vertex c of C~, we say that a neighbor 
x o fc  inX  is amate  o fc i f (xEZv)  or (xcy~ andN(c)c~[Bv(x)UU\-(x)]~¢~).  
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a claw-Jkee graph such that O(G)=sir(G) and X he a 
semi-maximal irredundant set q[ cardinali O' sir(G). Then: 
1. Every maximal independent set qf Ev u Ev contains exactly one vertex qf eacl~ 
clique {x} UBv(x). /or x E Yr. 
2. For all y E Y~ the sets Ux(y) are non-empO, cliques partitioning Uv and no verte', 
~?[a set Bx(x) with x EX  is adjacent o a vertex of a clique Bx(y)U Uv( y)./ov 
v c Y', \{4 .  
3. !)C yl and Y2 are in two different components of'G[i(\,], there are no edqes hetweet~ 
vertices of Uv(yl ) and vertices of Uv(y2). 
4. Every vertex c E Cx has at most one mate. 
5. ! fa  vertex c q[ Cv is adjacent o a vertex q[a component yl qf Yv hut not to all 
qf them, then c is adjacent o exactly one vertex y o[ y l and to all the i'ertice,s 
~d By(y). 
Proof. 
(1) By the proof of Theorem 3.4, every maximal independent set A of 1(\ UE \  is 
contained in an independent PN-set I=AUZv and thus satisfies O(G)<~III- 
IAI + IZ~-I~<IY~I + IZxl =sir(G).  Hence IAI = I:(vl. Since for _rE i(v the subgraph in- 
duced by {x} UBv(x) is a clique and since A is an independent set, the assertion 
holds. 
(2) Suppose Ux(y)= 13 for some y E Y~. and let x be a neighbor of y in Yx. Consider 
a maximal independent set A of Yx U Ev containing x. Let r/ be its unique vertex ir~, 
{y}UBv(y) ,  and let A '=A\{t /}  and I=:Z¥ UA'. Note that X is independent. Since. 
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N[I] = N[Zx] U N[A'], I dominates X U (Bx\Bx(y)). But Bx\Bx(y) dominates Ux, y 
dominates Bx(y) and X dominates Cx. Hence N2[I] = V and by Lemma 3.3, I is a 
PN-set of  G. Its order III= IA'I + IZxl = sir(G) - 1 contradicts O(G)= sir(G). Hence 
for all y c Yx, Ux(y) ~ O. Since X is semi-maximal irredundant, each vertex in Ux(y) 
is adjacent o each vertex in Bx(y), and by Lemma 3.1, Ux(y)UBx(y) is a clique. 
Suppose some vertex u of  Ux is adjacent o vertices in the private neighborhood of 
two different vertices of  X. Since u annihilates at least one vertex of  Yx, we can assume 
without loss of  generality that u is adjacent o every vertex of  Bx(y) for y E Yx and 
to a vertex x' of  Bx(x) with x EX\{y}.  If  x E Yx, consider a maximal independent 
set A of Yx UEx containing x'. Let q be its unique vertex in {y} UBx(y), and let 
A' =A\{t /} and I =Zx  UA'. Note that I is independent. Since N[I] =N[Zx] UN[A'], I 
dominates (X\{y})U(Bx\Bx(y))U{u}.  But X\{y} dominates y and Cx, Bx\Bx(y) 
dominates Ux\Ux(y), and u dominates the clique Ux(y)UBx(y). Hence N2[I] = V 
and I is a PN-set of order sir(G) - 1 which is impossible. Therefore x E ZY and x 1 
has no neighbor w in Ex\Bx(y), for otherwise by the above, u is not adjacent o w 
and we get a claw G[xl,x, u, w] centered at x I. Let t be a neighbor of  y in X. We 
consider a maximal independent set A of  Yx U Ex containing t. Let r/ be its unique 
vertex in {y} U Bx(y), and let A' =A\{r/} and I = (Zx\{X})U {x'} UAq Note that I 
is independent since x ~ has no neighbor in Ex\Bx(y) and thus in A'. The set I dom- 
inates X U (Ex\Bx(y)) U (Fx\Bx(x)) U {u}. Then Ex\Bx(y) dominates Ux\Ux(y), u 
dominates the clique Ux(y)UBx(y) and finally X dominates Bx(x) and Cx. Hence 
N2[I] = V and I is a PN-set of  G of  order sir(G) - 1 which is contradictory. 
Suppose G contains an edge ytxl with y~ E Bx(y) for some y E Yx and x ~ E Bx(x) 
for x EX\{y}.  We know that Ux(y) contains at least one vertex u, and that u is not 
adjacent o xC Then G[J, y,x', u] is a claw, a contradiction. 
(3) Suppose that yl and y2 are in two different components of  G[Yx] and sup- 
pose that UlU2 is an edge with ui E Ux(Yi) for i=  1,2. Let xi E Yx be a neighbor of  
yi for i=  1,2. We consider a maximal independent set A of  Yx UEx containing xl 
and x2. Let r/i be the unique vertex of  A which is in {yi}UBx(yi) for i=  1,2. We 
consider now the independent set I = Zx U (A \ {q l, t/2 }) U {uj }. The set I dominates 
X U(Bx\Bx(y2))U{u2}. Then Bx\Bx(y2) dominates Ux\Ux(Y2), 1"12 dominates the 
clique Bx(y2)U Ux(y2), and X dominates Cx. Hence N2[I] = V and I is a PN-set of 
G of  order s i r (G) -  1 which gives a contradiction. 
(4) Suppose that a vertex c of  Cx has p~>2 mates Xl,X2 ..... Xp. For i=  1,2, let 
ti=xi if xiEZx, tiEN(c)N[Bx(xi)UUx(xi)] if xiEYx, and let w be a vertex of  
N(c)n(Ey\Ul<~i<~pBx(xi)) if this set is nonempty. The vertex w cannot exist, for 
otherwise, by Part 2, the graph G[c, tl,xl,w] if tl E Ux(xl), or the graph G[c,q,t2,w] 
if tl =x l  or tl EBx(xl), is a claw. Therefore N(c)NExC_ Ul<~i<~pBx(xi). Let A be 
a maximal independent set of  Yx UEx such that A UZx contains x~. For 1 <~i<~p; 
consider the vertices ~/i = xi if xi E Zx, or qi is the unique vertex of  A n (Bx(xi)U {xi}) 
if xi E Yx. Suppose that the set I = ((A U Zx)\ Ul <~i~p{rli}) u {c} is not independent. 
Then, there exists a6A\Ul<~i,4<p{rli} such that ca is an edge. Since N(c)NExC_ 
U l <~i <~ pBx (xi), we obtain that a E X \  {xl,x2,..., Xp }. Note that by the definition of  A, 
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a is not adjacent to xl. We get a contradiction, since by Part 2, the graph 
G[c,q,xl,a] if t lEUx(xl) ,  or the graph G[c, tl,t2,a] if t l=x l  or t lEBx(x l ) ,  is a 
claw. It is easy to check that the independent set I satisfies N2 [I] = V. Hence I is a 
PN-set of  order s i r (G) -p  + 1, a contradiction. Thus p~< 1 which achieves the proof" 
t5) By Lemma 3.1(b), if a vertex c of  Cx is adjacent o the vertex y of  a component 
yl of Yx without dominating the whole clique y i  then c forms a clique with By(y). 
By Part 4, this is possible for only one vertex y of yi. [] 
In order to describe the (Kh3, Bh3)-free graphs for which s i r (G)= O(G), we introduce 
the following family. 
Definition 3.6. A graph G belongs to the family .~p, p ~>2, if and only if there exists 
a partition K U (Ul~<i~< p L:) of  V(G) into p + 1 disjoint cliques, and the edges between 
these cliques are such that if Ki = {k c K Ik  is adjacent o a vertex in Li}) then 
(i) the cliques K, are nonempty and disjoint; 
(ii) there are no edges between the cliques Li; 
(iii) for all 1 <,i<~p, the sets Li\N(Ki) are not empty. 
Proposition 3.7. Every graph G of the J~mily ,~, is (Kks,Bk3, C6)-free without dom- 
inating vertices and satisfies sir(G) = O( G) = p. 
Proof. The graph G has no dominating vertex by (iii) and is claw-free since the neigh- 
bors of every vertex belong to one or to two cliques. Clearly, the only induced cycles 
of  G are isomorphic to C3 or to C4, and therefore the graph G is C6-free. The induced 
paths of  length 5 are all of the kind l~likikjl/l} with l', CL,\N(K~), ( ,cL ,  AN(K~), 
k, cK~ for s=i@ To get an induced Bh3, we must start from a P6 and add a vertex 
v adjacent without loss of generality to l, and ki. But either v E Li and is adjacent o 
l~, or vcK ,  and is adjacent o k/. Therefore no Bh3 is induced in G. 
If X is any PN-set, ~b(X)=Z~-UBv dominates V. Since there is no edge between 
the cliques L, and since Li\N(Ki) ¢ ~, we must have X N (Li U Ki) ¢; ~ for all i. Since 
the sets K~ are disjoint, IX I ~>p. Hence O(G)>~p in any case. 
Any set X = {kl, k2 ..... kp} with ki ~ Ki is irredundant since the X-private neighbor- 
hood pn(k,,X) of ki is Li 71N(ki) which is nonempty by the definition of  K,. The set X 
is even a semi-maximal irredundant set, since if v E Ux, that is v EL:\N(k:) for some i. 
then v dominates the X-private neighborhood Li N N(k:) of k/. Hence sir(G) ~< IX] - p. 
By Theorem 3.4, p<<.O(G)<<.sir(G)<~p and thus O(G)=sir (G)=p.  
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a connected (Ki,3,Bh3)-JJ'ee graph and ~=C1C2C3C4C5C 0 aH 
induced subgraph of G isomorphic to C6 (cic/ E E( G) ( land only l,'/" ]j  - i] ~ 1 rood 6). 
Then every vertex u of G is adjacent to some vertex of V(¢6). 
ProoL Suppose by contradiction that some vertex u of G has no neighbor in V(:4). 
First we prove that if tEN(u)  then no vertex of V(~) is adjacent o t. Let t be in 
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N(u). Suppose that two nonconsecutive rtices, say cl and c3, of the cycle cK are both 
adjacent o t. Then the graph G[t, Cl, c3, u] is a claw, a contradiction. Suppose now that 
two consecutive vertices, say cl and c2, are both adjacent o t, that is N(t)N V(Cg) = 
{cl,c2}. Then the graph G[u,t, Cl,C2,C3,C4,Cs] is isomorphic to BI.3, a contradiction. 
Hence IN(t)A V(<g)] ~< 1. I f  c2t E E(G), then the graph G[e2,el,c3, t] is a claw, a con- 
tradiction. Hence the assertion on t holds. 
By the cormectedness of  G, let qt2...t~ with u=tl ,  tk E V(~) and k>3 be an 
induced path between the vertex u and the cycle ~. Then tk-2 is not adjacent o cg 
and the vertex t = t~_ i contradicts the first part of  the proof. [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let G be a connected (Ki,3,Bi,3)-free graph. Then 
• O(G) = sir(G) = 1 if and only if the graph G contains some dominating vertex. 
• I f  G is also C6-free, then O(G) = sir(G) = 2 if and only if G E ~2. 
• O(G)=sir(G)=p>~3 if and only i fGEYp.  
Proofl In any graph, O(G) = sir(G) = 1 if and only if sir(G) = 1, that is, if and only if 
G contains some dominating vertex. We suppose now that sir~>2. By Proposition 3.7 
every graph of o~p satisfies O(G) = sir(G) = p. 
Conversely let G be a connected (Ki,3,Bi,3)-flee graph such that O(G)= sir(G)~>2 
and let X be a sir-set. Owing to the additional hypothesis 'G is BL3-free', we can 
strengthen the properties on X obtained in Proposition 3.5. In the case s i r (G)= 2, we 
suppose furthermore that G is C6-flee. 
Claim 1. Every vertex c E Cx is adjacent o exactly one component of  Yx. 
Proof of Claim 1. By Proposition 3.5(4), c is adjacent o at most one vertex of  Zx and 
since IN(c)AX]/>2,  c is adjacent o at least one component of Yx. On the other hand, 
c is adjacent o at most two components of Yx for otherwise c centers a claw. Suppose 
c is adjacent o two components yl and y2 of Yx. By the assertions 4 and 5 of  Propo- 
sition 3.5, we have only two possibilities: either c entirely dominates yl and y2, or c 
entirely dominates y2 and is adjacent o exactly one vertex Yl of yl and to every ver- 
tex of  Bx(yl).  The vertex c is adjacent o no vertex of  Uycr~uy2 (Bx(y)U Ux(y)) in 
the first case, and to no vertex of  [ J,6r2 (Bx(y)U Ux(y)) in the second case, for other- 
wise c centers a claw. Let Yl, Y'2 belong to y1, (Yl)' EBx(yl) ,  y2 C y2, (y2), EBx(y2), 
1 1 u C U~(y2). In both cases, G[c, Yl, Y2, (Yl)', y2, 2 , u (y j ) ,  ] is isomorphic to B1 3 by Propo- 
sition 3.52 (the triangle of this B1.3 being cy I y~ in the first case, ey I (Yl)' in the second 
case), a contradiction. 
Hence c is adjacent o exactly one component of Yx that we denote yc. 
Claim 2. There exists an sir-set X such that Yx ~ (3. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose that every sir-set X satisfies Yx = (3 and let X be an sir-set. 
Since Yx = (3, we have Ex = O, Ux = (3 because X is a semi-maximal irredundant set, 
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and Cv = 0 by Claim 1. Thus V(G)=Z¥ UFx. Since IXI = sir(G)~>2 and by the con- 
nectedness of G, there exist two distinct vertices z~ and z2 of Z~ and t, E pn(z,,X) fbr 
i 1,2 such that qt2EE(G). Let W be (X\{zl ,z2})U{q,t2}. Note that B~.(q)UBjt 
(t2) U Uw C pn(z i ,X)U pn(z2,X) and we partition U~r into U~ U U~ where U[f - U~t 
N pn(z,,X). Since Yw = {tl,t2} and since zi E B~;(t,) for i = 1,2, W is an irredundant 
set of  G which is furthermore of cardinality sir(G). Then by Lemma 3.1, both B~(t~) 
and B~r(t2) are cliques. To prove that W is an sir-set, it is sufficient to show that 11 ~ 
is semi-maximal. 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists, say, u~ £ U~ such that tq annihilates in 
W neither tt nor t2. By the definition of  U~,, we have u~z~ C E(G). Then there exists 
m~ C BIr(q ) such that ulml q~E(G). Since Bl,(q ) is a clique containing both z~ and m~, 
we have zlml £E(G). Since Cx =13, then rnlz2 and ulz2 are not edges. The indepen- 
dent set I (X\{zl ,z2})U{t l} cannot be a PN-set, since otherwise O(G)<~sir(Gl .... I. 
Thus, there exists at least one vertex undominated by gb(1). Since tl,t2,ml and z~ 
are in q)(1), the vertices undominated by qS(I) are of type u2 C U~r\pn(zi,X) U~ 
such that u2ml and u2t2 are not edges. The graph G[ul,zl,ml,tl,t2,z2,u2] being not 
isomorphic to Bh3 means that UlU2 ~E(G) and hence the graph G[Ul,Z~,q,t2,z2,u,] 
is isomorphic to C~,. If IX] = s i r=2 this contradicts the hypothesis that G is C~,-free. 
If IX]-s ir~>3, the vertices z~X\{z l , z2}  are not adjacent o any vertex among the 
vertices u~,z~, m~, q, t2,z2, u2 of the induced C(,, which contradicts Lemma 3.8. 
Hence we can choose in what follows an sir-set X such that Yx ¢ 13. 
Claim 3. Every vertex c of C~ entirely dominates Y'. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let c be any vertex of  Cx ~. If c does not entirely dominate Y' then 
by Proposition 3.5(5), N(c)N Y~ is reduced to a single vertex y which is a mate of c. 
Therefore since [N(c)NX I ~>2, c has a neighbor in Zx~, that is c has two mates, which 
contradicts Proposition 3.5(4). 
Thus by Proposition 3.5(4), there exists y~ Y~ such that N(c)N(Bx-(y~.)i._;U~ 
(y~))=13. In the following, let t~ be any vertex of Y~\{y~ }, y( any vertex of B~(y~ )
and u, any vertex of  Ux(y,). 
Claim 4. For eve~3' c E Cv and every y E Yv\Y ' ,  N(c) A (By(y) U Uv(y))  - 13. 
Proof  of Claim 4. Suppose that there exists y E Fx \Y, such that c has a neighbor w in 
Bx(y)  or a neighbor c in Uv(y) otherwise. Let z C N(y)  r-1 1(\-. By the definition and 
the uniqueness of Y", c is not adjacent o y nor to z. We get a contradiction, since the 
graph G[y~, y,, t,., c, w, y,z] in the first case, and the graph G[y~, y,., t,, c, v, y~, y] where 
y'E Bx(y) in the second case, are isomorphic to Bh3. 
Claim 5. The subgraph induced by ](v is a nonempO' clique. 
Proof of Claim 5. Suppose that G[Yv] is not a clique. By Lemma 3.1, there exist 
p~>2 components y I  y2 . . . . .  yl~ of G[Y]v], each of which is a clique. We consider 
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all the paths connecting each pair Y~, YJ of components and we take one, denoted 
by P, of minimal length. By assertions 2 and 3 of Proposition 3.5, the only way to 
connect he different components of G[Yx] is to go through Cx. Therefore by Claim 1 
we can suppose that P~-ClWlW2 ...WkC2 connects the components yc, and yc: where 
k>~0 (k=0 means that there is no wi in P) and where ciECx for i=1,2 .  If k>0,  
then by the minimality of P and by Claim 4, the w~'s are in Zx U Fx. By Claims 3 
G / p r and 4, and by Proposition 3.5(2), the graph [yq,yq,t  . . . .  Yc:,Yc~] is isomorphic to 
Bhk+3, a contradiction. 
Claim 6. For every zEZx,  there exists cECx such that N(c)Npn(z ,X)¢O (the 
vertices c and z are said to be linked) and the suboraph induced by pn(z,X) is a 
clique. 
Proof of Claim 6. Suppose that there exists z E Zx such that N(Cx) n pn(z,X) = 0. We 
consider all the paths connecting the clique Yx to such a set pn(z,X) and we take one, 
say cwlw2.., wk, of minimal length where k~> 1 by the hypothesis and where c E Cx. 
By minimality the w~s are in ZxUFx.  If vEN(wk)Npn(z,X)  (clearly wk q~Zx and 
hence v ~ z) then the graph G[y~., y~., tc, c, wl, w2 .. . . .  wk, v, z] is isomorphic to Bl,~+2, a 
contradiction. 
Let z be in Zx. Thus there exists c E Cx such that N(c) N pn(z,X) ~ 0. Let Q~ = N(c) 
N pn(z,X) and Ff = pn(z,X)\Q~'. I f  Wl and w2 are two nonadjacent vertices of ~2~, the 
graph G[c, wl, w2, yc] is a claw. Hence the nonempty set O~' is a clique. If  ~= 0, we 
are done. We suppose henceforth Ff ~ 0. 
In the case z E N(c), the set Ff is a clique for if wl and w2 are two nonadjacent 
vertices of Ff, the graph G[z, c, wl, w2] is a claw. Therefore, if pn(z,X) is not a clique, 
then f2~'\{z} ~ 0. In this case, let w E f2~'\{z} and wl E Ff be two nonadjacent ver- 
, I U tices of pn(z,X). By Proposition 3.5(2), G[z,w,c, wl y~.,y~, ~.] is isomorphic to Bi 3, 
a contradiction. Hence pn(z,X) is a clique. 
In the case z ~ N(c), every vertex w of g2z c is adjacent o every vertex wl of Ff  
for otherwise, by Proposition 3.5(2), G[c,y~,My~.,w,z, wl] is isomorphic to Bh3. If  
pn(z,X) is not a clique, let wl and w~ be two nonadjacent vertices of ~' .  The graph 
G[w,c, wl,w2] is a claw and thus pn(z,X) is a clique. 
Claim 7. There are no edges between the pn(z,X)'s where z E Zx, and every vertex 
c of Cx is linked to at most one z of Zx. 
Proof of Claim 7. Suppose to the contrary that Z'lZ ~ is an edge with z i E Z X and 
z; EBx(zi) for i=  1,2. Consider a maximal independent set A of Yx UEx and let I be 
the independent set ( Zx \ {Zl,Z2 }) U A U {z' 1}. Then I dominates (X\  { z2 } ) U (Bx \Bx(z2 )) 
U {z~}. But g\{z2} dominates Cx, Bx\Bx(z2) dominates Ux, and z~ dominates the 
clique pn(z2,X)= {z2}UBx(Z2). Hence N2[I] = V and I is a PN-set of G of order 
s i r (G) -  1 which gives a contradiction. 
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If  zl and z2 are two different vertices of  ZY and if the vertex c of Cv is adjacent 
to tl E pn(zl ,X) and to t2 E pn(z2,X), then by the above the graph G[c, tl, t2, y,.] is a 
claw, a contradiction which achieves the proof of Claim 7. 
Claim 8. f f  the vertex c of Ca & adjacent o a pn(z,X) with z E Z~, then there is no 
edye between c and U3.~r,,(Bx(y)U ~'(y)). 
Proof of Claim 8. Otherwise by Proposition 3.5(4) there exists a unique ),C Fx 
such that N(c)f~[Bx(y)UUx(y)]~O. By Claims 3 and 5, c is adjacent to all of 
]cA'. If w C N(c) n [Bx(y) U Ux(y)] and if v E N(c) N pn(z,X), then G[c, y,., v, w], where 
y~ ¢ y E Yx, is a claw, a contradiction. 
Claim 9. The subgraph induced by Yx U Cx is a clique. 
Proof of Claim 9. By Claims 3 and 5, every vertex of  Cx and Yx dominates eve~/ 
vertex of  Yx. Suppose Cx contains two nonadjacent vertices cl and c2. If for some 
yE ]Ix, a vertex y~ of Bx(y) is not adjacent o cl nor to c2, then G[y,y~,c~,c2] is
a claw. Hence each vertex of each private neighborhood Bx(y) for y ~ Y~ is adja- 
cent to cl or to c2. But for iE {1,2}, ci has at most one mate by Proposition 3.5(4). 
Therefore IYx] =2 and if we denote Yx ={Yt,Y2}, ci entirely dominates Bx(yi) but 
no vertex in Bx(yi )UUx(yi )  where j~ i .  Suppose Zx 50 .  By Claim 8, cl and c:! 
are linked to no vertex of Zx and by Claim 6, another vertex c of Cv is linked to 
some zEZx.  Let tEN(c)Npn(z ,X)  and for i=  1,2 let y; be in Bx(yi). The vertex 
c is adjacent by Claim 3 to yl and y2 of  Yx but by Claim 8 neither to Y~i nor to 
y'~. Since G[yl,y'l,c, c2] is not a claw, c is adjacent to c2. Similarly c is adjacent 
to cl and G[c,c~,c2,t] is a claw, a contradiction which shows that Z¥ = !3. Therefore 
X=Yx:{y l ,y2}  and s i r (G)=2.  If cl entirely dominates Ux(yl),  then {y2} is a 
PN-set of  G, contradicting O(G)=sir(G)=2. Hence there exists ul C Ux(yl )~'cV(cl ), 
and similarly u2 C Ux(y2)\N(c2). Since G[ul, Y'I, ct, yl,c2, y~, u2] cannot be isomor- 
phic to B~.s, utu2 is an edge of G and G[ul,j l ,yt,Y2, y'~,u2] is isomorphic to C~,, 
a contradiction to the hypothesis that G is C6-free. Hence G[Cv], and consequently 
G[C~ U y~,], are cliques. 
Claim 10. There are no edges between the Uv(y) 's  where y ~ y~,. 
Proof of Claim 10. If [X[ = s i r (G)= 2, the additional hypothesis that the graph G is 
C6-free, clearly gives us that Claim 10 holds. Now, if IX[ = sir(G)~>3, suppose to the 
contrary that there exist Yi EX  and ui E Ux(y~) for i---1,2 such that uiu2 is an edgc. 
Moreover if ys E Yx\{Yi,Y2} (that is if ]Yx]~>3) and if YS EBx(Yi) for i=  1,3 we 
obtain that the graph G[J3,ys, y2,y~,y~l,ul,u2] is isomorphic to B1.3 which gives a 
contradiction. Otherwise since [X I >~3, Zx ~ 0 and by Claim 6 there exists (c,z)E C,~ 
× Z~ such that c and z are linked. Therefore if Y~I E Bx(yl ) and t C N(c)N pn(z,X), 
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by Claim 8 the graph G[u2,ul,yll,yl,y2,c,t] is isomorphic to Bl,s which gives a con- 
tradiction. Thus such an edge ulu2 cannot exist. 
Claim 11. The 9raph G belongs to the family JlXl. 
Proof of Claim 11. I fX  = {xl,x2 .. . . .  Xp}, let K be the set Yx U Cx, and let Li be the set 
Bx(xi) U Ux(xi) ifxi E Yx and pn(xi,X) otherwise. First note that by Proposition 3.5(2) 
and Claim 6 the subgraph induced by L, is a clique and by Claim 9 the subgraph in- 
duced by K is a clique. These cliques partition V since V =X U Bx U Ux U Cx. We 
now check that this partition satisfies Properties (i)-(i i i) of the definition of the family 
~x l .  The cliques Ki are nonempty by Claim 6, and are disjoint by Proposition 3.5(4) 
and Claims 7 and 8. Hence Property (i) is satisfied. Property (ii) is satisfied by 
Proposition 3.5(2) and by Claims 7 and 10. Suppose that L i \N(K i ) :  I~. We consider 
a maximal independent set A of Yx U Ex containing some vertex X~ (J ¢ i) of Yx, and 
r/i its unique vertex in Bx(xi) if xi E Yx, I~i :x i  otherwise, it is easy to check that 
the independent set I = (Zx UA)\{r/i} satisfies N2[I] = V. Then I is a PN-set of order 
s i r (G) -  1 which gives a contradiction. Thus Property (iii) is satisfied. [] 
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